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Inspect by Appointment

Coastal. Luxury. Beaches.Oceans is a collection of nine beautiful residences, less than 500 metres from the golden sands

of Newport Beach.Come home to pure coastal luxury. A place where stone-clad walls, lush greenery, and sculptural

displays of timber create a natural statement upon approach. OCEANS is a truly special offering in one of the most

desirable villages on Sydney's Northern Beaches. From the boundless beauty of the Northern Beaches coastline to the

exclusive collection of residences, you'll share in a more relaxed way of life at OCEANS.Live in a place attuned to nature,

with the scents of the ocean rolling in on gentle sea breezes. With the Pacific Ocean on one side and the calm waters of

Pittwater on the other, Newport is the kind of place where summer is simply a way of life. This is your sanctuary and

escape, where the ocean is the backdrop to your home and life.Apartment G.03 is a generous three-bedroom, ground

floor, garden apartment. An elevated sense of design produces a warm and relaxing environment that reflects the

atmospheric nature of the nearby beach. Considered details and strong design elements combine to create elegant spaces

to spend time in. Overlapping forms and shifts in scale in the external architecture are reinterpreted inside through the

custom joinery, highly curated finishing touches, and quality inclusions, making an OCEANS home truly

unique.DisclaimerWe have obtained all information in this document from the relevant Developer entity whose sources

we believe to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. Prospective purchasers are advised to carry out

their own investigations. All images are artist renders.


